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1. introduction
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1.1 this manual

In this brand manual, you can find everything you need to know 
about the Fluxys ‘brand refresh’. 

This brand manual is a living document, meaning that it will be updated when new brand items need to be developed. The latest 
version is available on Fluxnet and on the Group Intranet. All brand ambassadors will receive an email announcing a new release of 
the brand manual. 

It combines the story behind the ‘brand refresh’ and guidelines on how to apply the Fluxys company brand. This brand manual 
applies to all Fluxys affiliates and explains how to integrate the brand in all visual, digital and verbal communication. 

The manual goes hand in hand with the Fluxys digital brand library containing downloadable files that are intended for re-use by 
graphic designers such as logo files, visual device files, images and design files for marketing collateral and many other brand items.   
It also allows Fluxys internal users to create print-ready files.

Taken as a whole, this manual offers clear direction and inspiration for turning the Fluxys brand into a strong asset and an important 
element in supporting Fluxys’ purpose.
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1.2 our purpose

In the context of the energy transition, 
articulating our Fluxys’ purpose is an 
important step in seeing beyond the standard 
operations of a gas infrastructure company. 
By articulating our purpose we are embracing 
the future with confidence. The tagline 
shaping together a bright energy future 
captures well why we exist as a company 
and what inspires every single employee to 
contribute to this future. 

As a company we strongly believe that with 
our technical expertise of gas infrastructures, 
our commercial insights in building natural 
gas flow connections and a shared 
responsibility to put in motion – to transport 
and to efficiently manage – all new forms of 
energy for a carbon-neutral world, we are well 
set to shape a bright energy future. 

This purpose will facilitate and guide us in 
our transformation as a company because 
alongside natural gas, we are evolving 
towards new climate neutral energy forms 
and innovative green energy solutions. 

It is this purpose that drove the Fluxys 
‘brand refresh’. The ideas gathered along 
the journey in defining the purpose and the 
eagerness to embrace the energy transition 
as a major opportunity for Fluxys, called for a 
reinvigoration of our Fluxys brand. 
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1.3 our purpose tagline

Colour
The purpose can only be used 
in Fluxys blue, white or one of 
the 8 Fluxys gradients. 
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Our tagline ‘shaping together a bright energy future’ conveys a 
message intrinsically related to our brand. It adds content and 
emotions to our Fluxys brand.  For all key branded items, we have 
defined when and how to use it. 

As a general principle, the tagline should always be visible on communication items used in a first 
contact moment or contact moments that convince the receiver of the value of our brand and our 
services.

In practice, this means the tagline should always be used on communication items of a commercial 
or persuasive nature. When using items of a more formal nature (contracts, …) or informative nature 
(internal documents, …), the tagline can be used or omitted. 

The tagline can also be omitted due to practical reasons (for example, size limitations on 
advertisements, etc.)
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1.4 purpose icons

Together, bright and future: three words that stand out in our purpose tagline and ones that will be 
visually supported in many communications to bring our purpose alive and keep it alive along our 
journey of continuous transformation.

together
the energy ecosystem is complex and the demand for more energy in service of 
human progress combined with a global need to make energy more sustainable 
is a challenge that asks for collaboration. Redesigning the energy system will 
not be easy, yet it can be done if we work together. Together refers to all our 
stakeholders: our employees, our shareholders, our industrial partners, our 
customers, citizens and all actors in the energy system. At Fluxys, we actively 
believe in this collaboration. 

bright
there is a good deal of discussion around the role of natural gas and its 
place in the future energy landscape. With optimism, we dare to say that our 
infrastructure with its energy storage capacity and other forms of gas such 
as hydrogen and biomethane (green gas), will play a substantial role in the 
transition to a bright energy future for all.   

future 
the word future encompasses a responsibility. With our unique capabilities and 
our heritage as a European gas infrastructure company, we owe it to ourself to 
contribute to a greener energy future for the generations to come.
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1.4.1 purpose icons: how to use

The three purpose icons symbolise the words ‘together’, ‘bright’ and ‘future’.
Their task is to support the Fluxys brand

i
The icons can be used 

vertically or horizontally

Icons vertically used in 
combination with the logo
on a cover.

Icons horizontally used on a 
picture in combination with 
the logo on a cover.
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1.4.2 purpose icons: spacing

Icons horizontally
The spacing between the icons is 1/2 circle 

Icons vertically
The spacing between the icons is 1/2 circle 
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1.5 our brand story

As a natural process the 
purpose, fully anchored 
in our mission, vision 
and strategy, kickstarted 
the revitalisation of the 
Fluxys brand and became 
the guiding principle for 
refreshing our visual and 
verbal brand language. 

In short, the refresh is a combination of:

• a new graduating colour scheme   
 with bright optimistic colours in constant  
 evolution

• the use of organic shapes in various   
sizes representing the omnipresence of  
 energy and the various shapes and   
forms energy can take

• a bold, rounded and lowercase    
typeface for the Fluxys logo as well   
as for the typography to emphasise the  
 company’s solidity and our openness to  
 work together without being rigid

• the harmonisation of brand styles   
 amongst Fluxys affiliated companies

The Fluxys brand name and symbol remain 
intact yet in a modernised, highly intuitive 
and recognisable style and shape.
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1.6 our brand architecture

As a company with a defined growth strategy 
and affiliate companies related to Fluxys, 
determining a structure to organise this 
relationship is necessary. 

The new brand architecture starts from the 
premise that there is one company brand 
- one Fluxys brand representing us and our 
purpose. 

The overarching visual identity of the Fluxys 
brand should therefore be reflected in the 
branding of all affiliated companies, with 
the exception of affiliates with a strong 
commercial brand.

Capitalising on one strong Fluxys brand 
identity is beneficial in two ways: 

• it reinforces a sense of belonging to a 
group and

• it increases Fluxys’ brand equity.
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This brand architecture also applies to the repositioning of company acquisitions. 
The name ‘Fluxys group’ should no longer be used in any branding. Fluxys group is a 
collective noun referring to all affiliated entities related to Fluxys. Furthermore, ‘Fluxys group’ as 
a name has no legal substance, nor has it any brand intellectual protection rights.

1.6.1 ‘Fluxys group’ erroneous
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Fluxys master brand always use when referring to the company as
a whole including all affiliates

Fluxys 100% affiliated for all affiliates fully owned by Fluxys the master 
brand is used. In a few very specific cases (e.g. 
PRISMA/ENTSOG website)  the master brand is used 
in combination with TENP, Deutschland and Belgium.

Fluxys < 100% affiliated for all affiliates with less than 100% ownership, a 
Fluxys company endorsement is used in combination 
with a similar visual identity

Fluxys affiliated with market-facing 
commercial strengths

for all affiliates where the commercial relationship is 
supported by a strong brand name

1

2

3

4

Belgium

fluxys fluxys 
interconnector

fluxys 
dunkerque LNG

fluxys 
gaz-opale

Deutschland TENP

1.6.2 brand architecture overview
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2. one company brand
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2.1 one company brand introduction

When we say that we are ‘a one brand 
company’ it means that – although affiliates 
names may be different – the brand style 
of our affiliated companies is similar to 
the master brand. All logos of affiliated 
companies use the same typography in their 
logo and must integrate the Fluxys brand 
symbol. 

By doing so, we want to emphasise that we 
belong to one company with a purpose 
applicable to all. We did not want to make a 
distinction in brand style between a corporate 
brand and affiliate brands. Everybody is 
part of Fluxys but not everyone is part of 
corporate. 

This applies to all affiliates with the difference 
being:

• for affiliates entirely owned by us the   
Fluxys’ name is used as a master brand

• for those with less than 100 percent 
ownership the master brand is used as an 
endorsement

• for affiliates with strong commercial brand 
presence, such as GMSL, e-loops, there 
is no visual relationship with Fluxys, they 
have their own visual identity
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2.2 logo

Pictorial mark
The pictorial mark incorporates the same rounded 
approach, symbolising the organic aspect of the brand. 

Word mark
The Fluxys word mark is bolded and rounded to convey
 a modern feeling. The lowercase makes the brand appear approachable.

1

2
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The word mark is never used separately from the pictorial mark. The pictorial mark can be used on its own, as long as it is supported 
by the word mark somewhere on the medium.

When the pictorial mark is used on its own, it can only be used 
in the Fluxys blue or white.

2.2.1 do’s and don’ts



 



 

Using the brand ‘Fluxys’ in plain text, the first letter of the brand is 
always capitalised.

There is no visual relationship with Fluxys, they 
have their own visual identity.

i
In order to guard the brand 

perception, the logo has 
certain limits in its usage.

1

2 4

3
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Fluxys

no stretching or compression

no gradients

no changing in proportions

no effects 

no outline

no other colours

no rotation

no other font





The logo can not be altered.5
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Black & white negative
Brand colour is white, 
background is black. 
Only to be used on media 
where colour is not practical or 
available.

Positive logo
Brand colour is Fluxys blue, 
background is white. 

Black & white positive
Brand colour is black, background is white. 
Only to be used on media where colour is
not practical.

Negative logo
Brand colour is white, 
background is Fluxys blue

2.2.2 positive and negative logo
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2.2.3 exclusion zone and minimum size

Exclusion zone
The logo is always shown within an exclusion zone 
(where no other content may appear). This gives the 
logo a certain composure and allows it to come into its 
own. 

The exclusion zone is defined by the character ‘l’ in the 
brand, and is always 1 times the length of the ‘l’.

10 mm / 70 px

Minimum size
For legibility reasons the logo always appears larger than a 
defined minimum size.

• In print the minimum size is 10mm
• For digital uses the minimum size is 70px

i
You can ignore the exlusion zone in the 

email signature and the envelopes
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communicates goal-oriented persistence, self-control,
independency, sense of reality, sense of duty & ambition

2.3.1 Fluxys blue

pantone 2768
RAL 5013

R  21
G  35
B  74

R  255
G  255
B  255

C  100
M  90
Y   42
K   44

C  0
M  0
Y   0
K   0

#15234A #FFFFFF

2.3 colour
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represents growth, life, natural world, youth 

communicates boldness, youth, vitality and creativity
less restful than mid-range green

communicates self-awareness & initiative

communicates self-awareness & initiative

natural earth pigment

passion and power

has the highest energy of any colour

chartreuse

mint

cyan

ochre

scarlet

violet

turquoise

2.3.2 the 7 bright Fluxys colours
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pantone Process blue CP

pantone Process blue CPpantone 227 C

pantone 390 C

pantone 345 Cpantone 131 C

R  0
G  133
B  202

R  0
G  133
B  202

R  170
G  0
B  97

R  181
G  189
B  0

R  145
G  214
B  172

R  204
G  138
B  0

C 100 
M 13
Y   1
K   2

C 100 
M 13
Y   1
K   2

C  7
M  100
Y   10
K   21

C  27
M  0
Y   100
K   3

C 43
M  0
Y   41
K   0

C  2
M  39
Y   100
K   10

#0085CA

#0085CA#AA0061

#B5BD00

#91D6AC#CC8A00

pantone 1805 C pantone 227 C

R  175
G  39
B  47

R  170
G  0
B  97

C  5
M  96
Y   80
K   22

C  7
M  100
Y   10
K   21

#AF272F #AA0061

scarlet cyan

cyanviolet

violet chartreuse

mintochre

1 3

2 4

2.3.3 the 8 Fluxys gradients
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pantone  3115 C

pantone 390 Cpantone  3115 C

pantone 345 C

pantone 345 Cpantone 390 C

R  0
G  193
B  213

R  181
G  189
B  0

R  0
G  193
B  213

R  145
G  214
B  172

R  145
G  214
B  172

R  181  
G  189
B  0

C  59
M  0
Y   14
K   0

C  27
M  0
Y   100
K   3

C  59
M  0
Y   14
K   0

C  43
M  0
Y   41
K   0

C 43
M  0
Y   41
K   0

C  27
M  0
Y   100
K   3

#00C1D5

#B5BD00#00C1D5

#91D6AC

#91D6AC

#B5BD00

pantone 345 C pantone 131 C

R  145
G  214
B  172

R  204
G  138
B  0

C 43
M  0
Y   41
K   0

C  2
M  39
Y   100
K   10

#91D6AC #CC8A005 7

6 8

mint turquoise

chartreuseturquoise

ochre mint

mintchartreuse
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2.3.4 how to use colour

Fluxys blue
We use the Fluxys blue for logo, icons, headings & titles.
We do not use the Fluxys blue as a dominant colour.

White
White is the dominant colour in the corporate branding.
At least 65% of the design must be white.

blue in logo

blue in title

white is the dominant colour

icons in blue
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7 bright colours
The 7 bright colours should be used as an accent colour in 100% or as a background colour in 10%.
You can only use 30% and 70% if there is a need for an extensive colour pallet.

100% mint as an accent colour

10% mint as a background colour

100% mint, chartreuse & ochre as an accent 
colour
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8 gradient colours 
The gradients can be used in both directions in a 50% ratio.

They can be used in typography to emphasise, in organic forms as a graphic element
in tables, infographics, … to support or accentuate.

colour 1

colour 2

colour 2

colour 1

50%

50%

colour 1

colour 2

colour 2

colour 1

50%

50%

gradient in typography to emphasise graphic element filled with a gradient gradient in a table & infographic
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Transparency in overlays
The gradients can be used without transparency or with a ‘multiply-effect’ on photo’s.

no transparency / full colour image multiply-effect / full colour image multiply-effect / black&white imageno transparency / black&white image

annual
report

annual
report

annual
report

annual
report
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The colour grey
Body text is always 75% black (except for accent colour).
We never use 100% black unless there are technical limits.

gradient violet-ochre in typography to emphasise

body text is 75% black
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2.4 typography AaBb
Proxima Nova is our primary font for 
printed matter (= brochures, flyers, ...) 
and web.
This is a paragraph written in Proxima Nova,
to demonstrate what the font looks like when using full text.

Proxima Nova is an open, geometric font. The open, 
circular forms give it a friendly appearance, while the 
overall look and feel remains simple. It also offers a 
lot of variation due to its large font family. 

Proxima Nova is the primary font to use.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
±!@£$€%^&*( )_+”:;|<>?/,.

thin
thin italic
light
light italic
regular
italic
medium
medium italic
semibold
semibold italic
Bold
Bold italic
Extrabold
extrabold italic
black
black italic

thin
thin italic
light
light italic
regular
italic
medium
medium italic
semibold
semibold italic
Bold
Bold italic
Extrabold
extrabold italic
black
black italic

i
We do not use Proxima

Nova condensed.
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AaBb
Century Gothic is the font for 
applications that do not allow a 
free selection of font (eg. Mail & 
Microsoft Office applications.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
±!@£$€%^&*( )_+”:;|<>?/,.

This is a paragraph written in Century Gothic,
to demonstrate what the font looks like when using full text.

regular
italic
Bold
Bold italic

When Proxima Nova is not available we use Century 
Gothic. This font offers a clear, clean design that 
allows for legibility at almost any size.
It has a graceful geometric modern look.

It’s allowed to use Century Gothic in system 
applications.
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Titles are always in the Fluxys blue. 
Spacing title = font size title

We use a double line to add some gravity to the headings in printed materials.  
The double line symbolises both a pipeline, as well as a connection 
(as the symbol for a double covalent bond between atoms).

The defined dimensions of the double line are based on the letter ‘l’:

• The height of one line is ¼ of the letter ‘l’
• The space between the two lines is ⅛ of the letter ‘l’ (or half a line)
• The space between the heading text and the double line is ½ of the letter ‘l’
• The length of the double line is 1.5 times the letter ‘l’

Fluxys

Fluxys

2.4.1 titles
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2.5 organic forms & overlays

Organic forms are a defining part of the Fluxys branding. These forms 
symbolise evolution and growth — future-oriented evolution as a 
company as well as the room to grow individually in the company. 

The organic forms also symbolise a certain deviation from the norm, 
and reflect our approach: flexibility in service and cooperation.

Different kinds of organic forms are defined.
You can use them entirely or partially.
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2 defined forms for vertical use 1 defined form
for round/square use

2 defined forms for horizontal use

2.5.1 different kind of organic forms

2.5.2 options in use 

vertical organic form 
filled with a picture

a gradient is used in background

vertical organic form filled with a 
picture + rotation (free)

vertical organic form filled 
with a picture, rotated

vertical organic form 
filled with a gradient
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• Epic
• People & Operations
• End-benefits
• Be fit & grow in B&E
• Transporter of future carriers
• Outside Europe
• Go Digital
• People & organisation 

Each of these categories are described in the following pages and 
illustrated with a set of good examples (do’s) and bad examples that 
need to be avoided (don’ts).

Photography is a very important part of our Fluxys branding. We have defined a 
number of main categories for photography, outlined below. In addition to these 
main categories, we have a set of pictures for you to use to support the strategy. 

2.6 photography
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2.6.1  guidelines for better impact

To create as much cohesion for the Fluxys brand as possible, we have 
developed the following guidelines for Fluxys photography (please also 
see visual examples on pages 38-39):

• in the images, we communicate on the purpose as much as possible (together, bright, future)

• photographs should include only the essentials - they shouldn’t have any unnecessary details/clutter

• imagery has to have a focal point that invites viewers into the picture

• we prefer close-ups without too much depth of field, unless necessary to tell the story

• images need to be as bright as possible and if possible the rays of light should be visible

• pay attention to the framing of the image to ensure artistic balance

• avoid high light sensitivity, this creates noise

• photos should remain over 300 dpi when scaled to their printed size

• avoid ‘muddy’ or dull colours

• for external communication: ensure that images are simple and not conceptual

• for external communication, use pure and simple images
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no unnecessary details small depth of field, focus helps to 
keep the attention of the viewer

focus on what’s important,
bright sky

no depth of field, no focus
doesn’t show passionate people

no depth of field, no focus,
no brightness

small depth of field, bright image

 







no attention to creative framing



attention to creative framing



2.6.1 .1 guidelines for better impact - do’s & don’ts
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images need to be bright



no concept in photo pure images

 

focus on what’s important,
brightness





no depth of field, too much going 
on in the picture

depth of field,
focus on what’s important



no brightness, not clear what the 
story behind the picture is, messy



brightness, focus on people 
working together 
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2.6.2  epic photography

This is the highest translation of the purpose: shaping together a bright energy future.

Shaping is present in the shapes of landscapes, the progress from clear to unclear, in the presence of dew, fog, the clouds, ...

Bright in the choice of colours, the warm glow, the (naturally) pure colours. We avoid raw, dull images.

Future isn’t the same as futuristic. The images show hope, we choose images where we feel the future, sustainability and respect 
for nature. No human intervention, no special effects. It’s abstract but with feeling.

Epic photography transcends the daily routine and instills a sense of awe. It not only urges the viewer to dream about the future, 
but also evokes the need to participate in that future. 

This type of photography can consist of wide, open panoramic pictures. 
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2.6.2.1  epic photography - do’s
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2.6.2.1  epic photography - do’s
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2.6.2.2  epic photography - don’ts













































no natural colours,
no human intervention

no human intervention or 
elements of another culture

no elements that don’t add valueno human intervention

no natural colours, no depth of 
field

no concept in photo no natural colours,
no human intervention

no natural colours

no change of perspectives no change of perspectives no elements eg. cows that don’t 
add value



no concept in photo
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2.6.4 end benefits

In this category we use two levels: an abstract level and a tangible level.

In the abstract level of end benefit photography we find warmth, light and 
cosiness. Everyone benefits from Fluxys’ efforts without realizing it. The 
energy we deliver maintains the comfort of our daily life. There’s gas when 
we want to cook, we feel warm when we’re sitting on the couch, we enjoy 
nature… Fluxys makes a daily effort to offer us these daily comforts and 
advantages. In this kind of photography it’s important to show the warmth 
and brightness of our purpose in the imagery. It shows a subtle presence in 
everyday life.

End benefits photography shows people living their life while enjoying the 
advantages of energy. It symbolises the fruit of Fluxys’ labour, and conveys 
that what we do contributes to the daily contented lives of many people. 

This type of photography never puts the energy aspect in the forefront - it is 
a subtle presence in everyday life.

On the tangible level we use end benefit photography in these cases:

Fluxys is working on solutions for ‘clean’ energy. This context fits images of:

• Heavy industry making an effort to keep the environment as pure as 
possible. For example an electric power plant working on gas

• Maritime transport. Tankers and cruiships sailing on LNG for example, 
Aida from Norway

• Road transport. LNG/CNG trucks

• Individual transport. LNG/CNC cars
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2.6.4.1  end benefits - do’s
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2.6.4.2  end benefits - don’ts

   

no irrelevant contexts no irrelevant contexts no irrelevant contextsno natural colours, no human 
intervention, no ‘shutterstock-
feeling’
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2.6.5  be fit & grow in Belgium & Europe

‘Be fit’ needs to be illustrated by imagery of operations and technology. 
Technologies such as increased digitisation that will prepare us for the future. 
The images need to show that Fluxys is open and adapting constantly. 

With growth in B&E we want to show the commercialisation of businesses.
This can be:
• the construction of future gas platforms
• increase in scale
• the development of niche services 

When we show this, we keep the purpose in mind. We create attractive images 
by playing with the brightness, a wink to the future and this all in a creative 
manner. This is to help draw viewers in and make them inspired through the 
images so they can experience how we’re working to be fit and grow.

People
to illustrate who we are

We picture Fluxys employees in their work environment. This includes everyone: 
people working at their desks as well as people working in the field. We choose 
real people in real situations. This displays their professionalism, expertise and 
pride. It also symbolises ambition and a certain goal-oriented drive. 

We keep the purpose in mind, where we choose bright pictures with a 
preference for intensity: a beam of light, a warm glow, competent people who 
work together with a passion for their job. We have to feel the authenticity in the 
images.

This type of photography shows people carrying out their craft. It displays 

professionalism, expertise and pride, and symbolises ambition and a certain 
goal-oriented drive.

Operations
to illustrate what we do

We do what we do with perfection and with a flawless sense for detail. We can 
point out this perfection by showing close-ups from pipelines. This way we 
display our brilliant expertise. The knowhow is visible without being repellent. 
It looks safe. You have to experience the knowledge, the engagement and 
the safety by looking at the images. We show concrete ongoing projects in a 
natural, real way.

Beside these things we also want to demonstrate everything in a bright context 
to show the greatness of Fluxys by showing aerial images of the sites. (NB this 
is in contrast to epic photography, where aerial images are not permitted).
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2.6.5.2  be fit and grow in Belgium & Europe - do’s
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2.6.5.3  be fit and grow in Belgium & Europe - do’s
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2.6.5.3  be fit and grow in Belgium & Europe - do’s
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no concept in photo

no focus,
too many unnecessary details

no concept in photo

no unnecessary details,
no depth of field

too dull, messyno added value, not sure what the 
story behind the picture is

no concept in photo

no ‘shutterstock-feeling’,
no stereotypes

too staged

no unnecessary details



no focus,
too many unnecessary details

no focus,
too many unnecessary details

2.6.5.4  be fit and grow in Belgium & Europe - don’ts
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2.6.6  be the transporter of the future energy carriers

In this cluster we show, Fluxys’ work on innovation in an accessible way. The 
main focus is on pedagogy, not technology.

Fluxys is innovating and we’re not doing this alone. We’re doing it together 
with other shareholders for example financiers, politicians, researchers, the 
government, universities...

But also with our employees. We are bright people in a united team. We work 
together with a lot of passion and desire. We also experience everything 
together.

The best way to communicate on future projects is via 3D animations and 
renders.

When this is impossible and the project is only at its beginning, you can show a 
picture of a contract being signed for example. In this case we recommend you 
use the place where the contract is being signed (eg. the European Parliament) 
as a main picture together with an active close-up picture of people signing the 
contract. In this way you, emphasise the importance and context of the contract.

And we do all of this with our values in mind: together, bright and future with 
purpose

(deze tekst wordt herzien)
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2.6.6.1  be the transporter of the future energy carriers - do’s

















• Co2/waterstof/biomethaan aanvulling
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2.6.6.1  be the transporter of the future energy carriers - do’s
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2.6.6.1  be the transporter of the future energy carriers - do’s
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2.6.7  invest outside Europe

Fluxys has the ambition to expand their expertise outside of Europe.

This can be demonstrated through photography of South East Asia or South 
America for example.

We show this to the world by displaying other nationalities. This way we also 
highlight how we work ‘together with our partners’.
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2.6.7.1  invest outside Europe - do’s
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2.6.8  go digital

Fluxys is digitising.

This digitisation is visible in the offices but also in the field.

It is important here to choose real images and not futuristic ones that may scare 
people away.

You could use, for example, inspectors of the future using a touch screen in 
their office or visiting an industrial complex using an iPad/laptop. 
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2.6.8.1  go digital - do’s
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2.6.8.2  go digital - don’ts

no overly futuristic images no overly futuristic imagesno stereotypes no overly futuristic images
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2.6.9  people & organisation

Fluxys puts a lot of effort into making the workplace a very challenging and 
pleasant environment. When you work at Fluxys you work with your colleagues to 
tell a bigger story. You work together, but also relax together. This can be illustrated 
by a meeting in a garden, cultural trips, sometimes a work celebration, ...
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2.6.9.1  people & organisation - do’s
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2.7 iconography

Iconography is also a very important part of the 
Fluxys branding. The ratio of the line thickness is 1/2. 

For example: When you use 8 pt for the thick lines 
then you use 4 pt for the details.
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